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(7) Appendix 1 - "Application of Helicopter in Uranium 8urvey" by 
Flying Officer R. A. 8cott. 

(2) A number of plates which contained detailed technical matter. 
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RADIO_ACTIVE SURVEYING FROM A HELICOPTER 
-- - '--"lA'i31r-ID@D VEM IO 'lj)-

L ... _ll1IB,QmICT'IQJj 

In connection with the use of airborne equipment for 
the detection of deposits of radio-active minerals, the Bureau 
has successfully used a DC.3 aircraft for the rapid coverage of 
large areas. It has been frequently suggested that a helicopter 
would have the following advantages over a conventional aircraft :-

(i) It can fly safely at lower heights and slower 
speeds than an ordinary aircraft, thus 
obtaining greater sensitivity from the 
detecting apparatus. 

(ii) It;· .. can be used effectively and safely in 
. mountainou$ areas, in which low flying by 

a conventional aircraft would be impossible. 

(iii) It would enable the observer to locate exactly 
and identify from the air any small area on the 
ground showing radio-activity. 

In order to assess the performance of helicopters, 
a programme of tests of helicopter-mounted equipment over. selected 
areas in New South Wales_ was carried out during March, 1953. 
The areas selected were :- . 

(i) Carcoar. This is a hilly area, but not timbered. 

(Ii) Wunglebung, near Tenterfield. This is 
a mountainous, heavily timbered area. 

(iiI) Broken Hill. 
less area. 

This is a relati~ely flat feature-

(iv) A test run was also made over Plen's deposit at 
Toongi, near Dubbo, in order to obtain a check
on the sensitivity of the detecting instrument. 

The survey techniques used and the results obtained 
in the several areas are discussed in detail below. Technically, 
the method showed to best advantage at Carcoar, where a picture 
of the distribution of radio-activity over a considerable area . 
was obtained, a picture which probably could not have been obtained 
by any other method.. -

Results at Tenterfield were highly encouraging from 
a prospecting point of view, but drew attention to certain 
deficiencies in the detecting apparatus used. 

At Broken Hill although indications were -observed 
over known deposits, resulfs generally were not particularly . 
striking, owing in part to the almost featureless topography 
which madG accurato positioning of the aircraft very difficult, 
and in part to peculiarities in the distribution of radio-activity 
in this area, which·would probably affect the performance of any 
airborne instrument. _ -

The aircraft-used was a Sikorsky S51helicopter made 
available by R.A.A.F~y who also supplied the pilot and maintenance 
crew. R. J" P .. de Groot c· nd L. E • Howard, geophys 1c ists, were 
responsible for navigation and operation of the scintillometer 
during the tests~ , 
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The tests·commenced. at Carcoar on 27th February and. 
were concluded at Broken Hill on 30th March? 1953 .. 

The circuit diagram of an airborne scintillometer is 
shown schematically on Plate 1,. Gamma rays falling on the 
crystal cause scintillations; which are amplified by the photo
multiplier tube., and appea.r· as voltage pulses at the photo
multiplier output~ These pulses are amplified by the voltage 
amplifier, and are fed intO the pulse shaping stage, which is 
a "one shot li multivibrator II Upon. receiving an input pulse of 
amplitude greater than a certain level the multivibrator gives 
an output pulse of standard shape. The shaped pulses are fed 
into a resistance-eapacity tank circuit, and a voltage appears 
across the tank circuit, which is proportional to the rate of 
arrival of the pulses~ This voltage is measured by a vacuum 
tube voltmeter, and recorded on a pen recorder, 

Available instruments differ considerably in details 
of construction.. It is considered that the ideal instrument for 
use in a helicopter would provide certain facilities, which have 
not been provided on any of-the:: scintillometers so far used, 
The principal of these are g.-

(i) Provision for ~hecking the response of the equipment. 
It is obviou~ from the schematic diagram that the' 
scintillometer consists of two sections, the dividing 
line between which is shown at A on Plate 1. The 
response of the two sections should be checked 
separately~ It is considered that the proper means 
of checking the second section would be by means 
of a fixed frequency pulse generator, feeding pulses 
in at A. . When this portion of the circuit is 
functioning correctly, the response of the'first 
section may be checked by the use of a standard 
sample Q 

(ii) Provision for reducing the overall sensitivity of 
the equipment. This should be done by reducing 
the sensitivity of the pen recorder, by means of 
su.i table shunts. 

(lii) Provision for operating 'che eqUipment at maximum 
sensitivitY\l whatever the general level of . 
activit:,r present c This wculd involve switching 
known backing-off currents through the recorder. 

Tho occurrence of uranium in the cobalt deposits 
mined at Carcoar has been kno,'Jn for Iilany years. The area . 
surrounding the workings has been investigated by field parties 
from the BUJ:'eau 9 and their reports contain details of the geology 
(Matheson, 1\)52a) and the:~evel of radio-activity observed (Daly, 
Dyson a~d Pea~ce, "951)!" 

Thr;3 knm'in deposits occur in a relatively smaIl area, 
which is a con':~act zone 1::etween diorite and slates.. Close 
traversing on the ground with portable Geiger counters revealed 
small areas of high activity on the dumps? and a wide area over 
which some slightly high readings wer.e obtained.~ It was hoped 
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that when observed with a very sensitive instrument from a height 
of 100 feet the integrated effect from this area would be detect
able, and would serve to characterize the area, and that other 
areas showing similar effects might be discovered. Such areas 
could be considered favourable for prospecting for deposits 
similar to those already worke~ • ..... 

(b L Metbod of o'Qera tion. 

. The area is hilly and lightly timbered in places. 
An attempt was made to fly parallel tr~verses 200 feet ap~rt, 
using a truck as a marker at one end.' Traverses 1 to 14 were 
flown in this manner and are shown on the map (Plate 2) in their 
theoretical position. However, it was found quite impossible 
to position these traverses with any approach to accuracy. The 
position of the actual flight paths probably differs considerably 
from that shown, but as the recordings on these traverses showed 
nothing of interest it was considered that re-flying was not . 
justified. 

For the remainder of. the traverses a different 
method of surveying was used. The area was divided into 
sections. For each section a map feature, such as a road, 
a creek, or ridge, on each side was chosen, and traverses were 
flovm between these features, the beginning and end of each 
traverse being identified on a map. The map used was a section 
of the Blayney 1-mile sheet, enlarged to a scale of 8 inches 
to the mile. The distance of 200 feet between tr'averses was 
estimated (it will be r~ted from the map that distances were 
generally under-estimated',) This method of location proved 
sati~factory, in that the actual points at which the map features 
were crossed could be located accurately in this type of country. 
It has the disadvantage that the direction of the traverses is 
controlled by the map features, and cannot always be chosen to 
suit the strike of geological formations. Due to the topography 
to the west of Carcoar, the traverses flown have a general east
west direction. North-south traverses would be very difficult 
to fly. in this area. However, the radio-active high area has 
a northerly strike, so that east-west traverses are best suited 
to outline it .. 

(c) !£:.£ur a c z .9.L,»~o .. $.;~'!J..Q n1 ll;g" . 

The position of traverses flown and a portion of the 
results are shown on Plate 2. 

causes :-

(i) 

(ii) 

Inaccuracies in positioning are due to the following 

The impossibility of maintaining constant ground 
speed in country of this type. 

The effect of wind which cannot be allowed for 
readily with a he licopter, :3 spec ially when flying 
in very hilly country. 

(iii) Inaccuracy of tecording the beginning and end of 
each traverse. 

(iv) Diff~rence between the actual flight length of 
tr2verse and the map length due to the aircraft 
following the slope of the country v 

A measure of the effect of these may be seen in 
Appendix 1 which shows .the overaJ,l chart length per mile of map 
covered alont; traverses 15 to 11'5 flown at Carcoar. It will be 
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observ~d that the divergences are serious, although they tend to 
average out in a contour plot of a broad anomaly such as that show~, 
because each end of each trav.ersl? has been fixed with fair accuracy .• 

Cd) Results ~ 
• "~.~1IIOUQ 

In genera1 7 results over the area surrounding the 
cobalt workings were disappointing~ Small definite anomalies 
were-observed when the aircraft flew directiy over the dumps, 
but no gene:r'al effects were observed over this area", Very 
defini te anomalies were observed on 11'.".merous traverses along 
the western bonndary of the area surveyed. It was found possi ble 
to contour some of the traverses, and this 'method of presentation 
of the results has been adopted in Plate 2. 

So that the contours may present a p1cture of results 
as obtained, including inaccuracies, smoothing and adj,ustment of 
the data have been kept to a minimum. It is considered that 
the displacement of the contours on traverses 64 to 68 shows the 
effect of inaccuracies of pos~tioning. Traverses 1 to 47 were 
flown in one block9 and contours derived are shown in full lines. 
Traverses 48 to 83 were flown on the next day and contours are 
shown in dotted lines. It will be noted that there is a slight 
break' in level between the two sets of contours.' This is due; to 
a different adjustment of the background setting of the instrument. 

(e) illl§9ks (llLKt91!D9.. 

Tests were m;;l.de on the ground, using portable Geiger 
counters in order to cor:celate the ob;:;erved anomalies with the 
geology_ It was found) however, that the sensitivity of the 
airborne S·::;iIltil'lometer is so high compared with the portable 
instruments that it was difficult~ without a very thorough 
examination, to observe suffic~i.ent range in the readings obtained 
on the ground and obtain definite results r The areas of high 
radio-activity in the neighbourhood of the cemetery appear to be 
associated with outcropping granite, on which readings up to twice 
background were observed by Geiger counters" The long area of 
high readings on the Vlestel'n edge of the area could not be 
associated with any geological formation. This area lies on 
a very steep slope 7 and outcrops are :few. A generally high 
readi~g of up to twice background was observed over the soil 
cover Q R~cent geological mapping (Matheson, 1952a) indicates 
that this portion of the area consists of basic rocks, possibly 
sheared. It is considered that the readiest method of inter
preting the results would be to extend the survey by helicopter 
consj.derably to the north and west and re-examine the geology 
in the light of the findings of the ex~~ended survey, 

Typical records over the Carcoar area are shown on 
Plate 3. 

was 

Cf) 

The total amount of flying time on the Carcoar survey 
about 7·hours., 

Assessment " 
""'''2'~'''''::'';:JI1l''':'''~·;:.~.' 

The results obtained at Carcoar show that the in
accuracies of positio~1ng the aircraft are such that this method 
could not be 1J.sed economically to search for small anomalies, . 
such as those "l.ssociated wi i::,\ the coba:lt deposits. The results 
obtained over ':::he westeI"n portion -of the area, however, show the 
method in a very favourable light" It appears that if it is' 
desired to obtain a picture of the regional dj .. stribution of radio
activity over ai1 area too J:.d.llY for the use of the DC .. 3 9 and for 
which detailed ptotomosaic or map coverage is available? the use 
of helicopter-mou.n.ted scintillometer equipmen.t is superlor in 
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speed and sensitivity to any method of ground surveying. 

j Results of geological interest would certainly be 

-, 

-, 

r , >..r 

obtained by extending the work at Carcoa-r to the north and west. 
It cannot, of course, be presumed at the present stage that such 
results would necessarily have any direct usefulness in the 
search' for deposits of radio-active minerals of commercial va-lue. 

(a) ,Erevi,Q!J;s l{or~ 1 

The Wunglebung area lies about 25 miles south-east 
of Tenterfield. Here~ moly'bdenite has been mined from small 
pipe-like deposits, adJacent to a contact of granite with-porphyry. 
The deposits worked are described briefly by Andrews (1916), but 
owing to the extreme roughness of the country the area has not been 
thoroughly prospected. 

It was discovered, during the programme of radio
active testing of specimens in mineral collections carried out 
by the Bureau during 1948, that molybdenite specimens from 
Wunglebung showed radio-activity_ A brief visit was paid to 
the workings by a geophysical party during 19481 and it was 
observed that the main spur upon which the work ngs lie, shows 
general high activity, readings on a portable Geiger counter 
ranging up to five times background. The area was selected as 
giving the opportunity cf testing the pel"formance of the hel.icopter 
in mountainous? heavily timbered country~ 

(b) M~th.Q~f oJ2~.r..ill...9..n 0 

Operations were seriously interfered with by bad 
weather. It appears that work in this area should be confined 
to late spring and early summer 0 Persis tent low cloud prevented 
any flying for two "days, and only two flights to the Wunglebung 
area were possible" The aircraft was based on Tenterfield, and test 
flights were made over various features in the neighbourhood of the 
town. 

A feature of the Tenterfield are~ generally was the 
number and magnitude of the radio-active anomalies encountered. 
A preliminary test flight was made over the Wunglebung area, and 
it was found that over much of the area the recorder was continuously 
off scale. For the remai nder of this flight the bias set"!ting was 
adjusted to keep the recorder reading on scaleo For more 
thorough coverage of the area near the workings a set of flight 
lines following the tops of the ridges was laid out, using 
a portion of the Tenterfield 1-mile map sheet, enlarged to 
a scale of two inches to the mile ,) These were flown, starting 
in each case from the highest point ()f the traverse. Flights 
were also made following the course of the main creeks. For 
these tra-verses? a ,:;hunt \vns fitted tc the milliammeter, for 
the purpose of redu{~ing its response by one half. As resistors 
of the correct valufis were not available, the performance of the 
shunt was only approximately as designed and the sensitivity of 
the shunted recorder being rather lower than that aimed at. 

(c ) Results .. 
_"I~.':O~'!W'" 

Th:3 lines flown are shown on Plates 4 and 5. The 
test flights a:cound Tentel'field showed numerous very definite 
and isolated anJmalies l ami their positions are shown on Plate .. 
"4. Time did not permlt of the location of these anomalies on 
the ground.:J Th:=)ir significance is therefore ,not knov~n, but it , 
s?ems possible that, some at least are associated with radio-active 
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molybdenite veins~ An attempt was made to locate the anomaly 
south of Bluff Rock during the return trip, as the traverse 
was flown along the road~ Some hours were spent testing the 
area with portable Geiger counters, and readings of twice back
ground were obtained beside the road for a distance of over 
a mile" It is considered, however, that these readings are. 
insufficient to account for the observed anomaly.. It is 
possible that the anoma::'y was due not to radio-active material 
below the aircraft, but to ·strong activity in the high ground 
south of Bluff Rock itself, which would be on a level with the 
aircraft in flight. Such anomalies would be located most 
readily by spotting the area of highest activity by manoeuvring 
the aircraft rather than by flying a definite course from a map. 

High activity was observed in the Wunglebung area. 
The anomalies appeared as high readings along considerable 
lengths·on the flight lines, and their locations are shown on 
Plate 5. The nature of the anomalies suggests the presenoe 
of large areas of low grade mineralisation, rather than the 
known small, pipe-like molybdenite deposits. If it were 
possible to operate the scintillometer at maximum sensitivitYI 
it might be possible to detect isolated anomalies superimposed 
on the main activity and due to molybdenite pipes. Without 
further geological examination and laboratory tests on samples, 
it is not possible to offer an estimate of the significance of 
theWunglebung anomalies with any confidence. 

Cd) !ssessmen~. 

It is considered that the results obtained in the 
Tenterfield area give a very favourable impression of the 
capabilities of helicopter-mounted eqUipment in country of 
this type, much of which would be inaccessible to conventional 
aircraft. All flights made followed the tops of ridges; however,· 
around Tenter.:tield i tsalf, semi-routine coverage, similar to 
that flown at Carcoar, would be possible. The most efficient 
use of a helicopter in this country would be as an adjunct to 
a full-scale geological survey party. The aircraft could then 
be used, either for routine coverage of a small area as required, 
or for prospecting flights on which actual anomalies could be 
spotted on to a photomosaic and investigated immediately. 

A typical record from the Tenterfield area is shown 
on Plate 6 ~ 

Total flying time was about 8 hours~ 

(a) ,Ei.§v.i..9.Y.s.,..,..l!.9Lls:.. 

Tests were made over portions of the Broken Hill fielQJ. 
as this area is very similar in physical characteristics to 
a large part of the Pre-Cambrian area of Australia~ The general 
distribution of rad:lo-activity in this area has been investigated 
on the .ground by the Geophysical Section (Daly and White, 1952). 

(b) Me thQ<L_()~L~9J2.§},,.St.tQ.n,, 

T8st flights were made ovc~r the follov1fing areas :

(i) The kr.\.O\vn radio-a:!tive depos:i. ts (BaJ.aclav<iil. Copper 
Blow, Hen and Chickens 2, Great West(.)rn) ~ 

(ii) Patterson and Polkinghornets prospC!ct (a recently 
discovured radio-activ(::)' occurren9:J) (I 
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(ii1) Outcrops south of the racecourse, and in the 
Rockwell Paddock area~ which' have been found. 
·to show radio-activity rather greater than 
normal (Daly and White, 1952)? 

The positions of these areas are shown on the map 
(Plate 7)" .An attempt was made to cover the area around the 
Balaclava Copper Blow sy:::tematicallY, by flying north';'south 
traverses 200 feet apart, marking the northern· ends by means 
of a truck, It was found] however, that it was quite impossible 
to locate the position of the aircraft with any accuracy in flat 
featureless country of this type • 

(c) Results 0 
.- .......... ""'* 

Anomalies were observed over all known denosits. 
As was expected, the largest anomaly was a narrow one· over the 
Warren shaft at the Balaclava Copper Blow, where the main radio
active anomaly has been found on the ground. A feature of the 
Broken Hill district, previously noted by Daly and White (1952) 
is the ,general high level of radio-activity in the country rocks .. 
This has affected the results in two ways :-

(i) On. the scintillometer used, the means provided for 
setting the response of the "instrument to the 
background activity affects the overall sensitivity, 
·with the result that the instrument, when adjusted 
according·to the makers' recommendations, is les93 
sensi tive in (~reas where the general level of 
activity is h~gh. The effect of the high ba6k
ground may be seen in the strong negative anomaly 
obtained over Umbej"uIDberka reservoir (see Plate' 9, 
Sheet 1)" 

(il) On all profiles, numerous small anomalies are 
present, due to the passage from rock outcrop 
to soil cover" These may be seen in the profiles 
over the Rockwell area and the race(].'Ourse. 
(Plate 9? Sheets 2 and 3)v These complicate 
the l1ecords and could possibly o.bscure readings 
'of greater significance. It is possible that 

. results obtained using the D«:L.3 aircraft will be 
aff8cted similarly~ 

A prospecting flight to the south, along the border 
fence was madE!. The approximate course of this flight is shown 
on Plate 8" No strong anomalies were encountered on this flight .. 
The general hJvel of activity along th.e border fence was rather 
less than that on the retnr'n flight, probably due to the fact 
that outcrops are fewer along the fence,,· 

Total flighc time was about 9 hours", 

Cd) Ass8s~ment..,· 
__ ,~'t..-,...,. .... ."..¥ .. ,.,~ .... ::> • 

The results obtained at Broken Hill drew attention to 
the difficult.ies of the operation in country of this type. Some 
of these difficulties are due to geological causes, which would 
probably affect any airborne aquipment to some extent. Routine 
coverage is p:l..'actically impossible with the helicopter.. There is 
one possible way of coveril:g the field in some detailo Most of the 
area. has been carefully mapped by the geologists of Zinc·Corporation 
Ltd,.., and maps are available on which all creeks of any importance 
are ~arkedo If all thes~ creeks·were systematically flown with 
the nelicopter:> a fairly good general coverage of the known fielci1 
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would be obtained 0 This y!Ork could be completed in about three 
weeks, and it Is possible that the results could be more readily 
correlated with the geology than results obtained from routine 
coverage with the Dec: 03 aircraft 0 On 'che o'sher hand, it should be 
noted that the country around Brolten Hill is ideally sui ted to the 
operation of the DC.,3 with Shoran positioning, and anY.major 
anomalies would be located much more rapidly by th1s means than 
by the use of the helicoptero 

In order to obtain definite information on the 
sensitivity of the sCintillometer, a test flight was made over 
a deposit of trachyte, showing high radio-activity at Toong1; 
near Dubbo. The location of this area is shown on Plate 10. 
This outcrop, known as Plen's deposit, had been examined previous
ly (Matheson, 1952b). The outcrop con'sists of a low hill 
approximately half a mile wide 1 which records about eight times 
normal background reading on a portable Geiger ~ounter, 

A very strong anomaly was observed over this deposit. 
Several profiles were run across the outcrop in different 
directions at heights up to 500 feet, using different bias 
settings of the scintillometer. The results are shown on Plate 
1 ti. 

On the return flight from Toongi to Blayney, a strong 
anomaly was obServ~d abG~t 4 miles south of Plen!s deposit. 
(See Plate 10) fI Profiles over this anomaly are shown on Plate: 11, 
Sheet 3" The region was visited and the radio-active area was 
located. It lies about t mile east of Eulandool homestead, and 
consists of three hills of considerable size~ Tests with 
a portable Geiger counter gave readings of about five times 
background generally over the surface of the hills. The rock 
in the area is identical in appearance with that at Plenrs deposit~ 

This test was undertaken purely as a check on the 
performance of the scintillometer~ It indicates that the 
helicopter could be used to search for other deposits similar 
to Plen's and the Eulandool deposit" However, such a search 
could be carried-out much more rapidly in this tyPe of country 
by using the DC 03 aircrwft~ 

The present report covers a series of tests made over 
selected areas in New South Wales in order to assess the suita
bili ty of sc intillcmete:.: equipment ill"unted in a helicopter in the 
search for deposits of radio-active minerals~ Attention was 
directed primarily to regions of high topographic relief, over 
which the use of an aircraft of conventional type would be" 
difficult or imposs~_ble" The aircl'aft used '.vas a Sikorsky 
helicopter, Type S5': ~ mad(O~ available b~r the Royal Australian kir 
Force.. The aircraft was flovm at'a speed of about 70 miles per 
hour, and a height 0:':' 100··,150 feet e ND attempt was made to use 
the hovering capabilities of the helicopter~ 

T~e following conc~usions are .drawn from the results 
of the tests : '. ' 

(i) The sensitivity of G sGintillometer of suitable d'esign 
used in this wav is adequate to detect any significant 
radio-activity." 
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(ii) Due to the comparatively low speed and altitude at 
.~ which the aircraft is flown, the record of surfEes 

radio-activity is more detailed -than could be obtained 
using an aircraf.t such as a DC .3 f $'lch a record is 
advantageous since it can be correlated with the areas 
of radio-activity with a minimum of radio-active survey 
on the ground" 

.... 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

None of the usual methods of determining the pos i t.ion of 
the aircraft, such as photography or the use of radio 
navigatj.on aids, is applicable with the helicopter. 
Navigation must be by eye, using photomosaics, or maps 
showing equivalent detail. The accuracy of position
ing" depends on the rapidity with which a definite point 
on such a mosaic or map can be located accurately, and 
is therefore greatest in areas of considerable topo
graphic relief, or in area~ 6n which features such as 
roads 0:': fences are numerous 0 

For a routine air survey over a Jarge area the most 
. economical method of coverage is to fly the airoraft 

along straight parallel traverses, the spacing of which 
is accurately maintained·. The helicopter is quite un .. 
sui ted to this type of work. 

In order to make economical use of an expensive aircraft 
such as a helicopter, it is essential that all flying be 
as systematic as possible~ Two main modes of operation 
may be Gnvisaged ~-

(a) Systematic cC1verage of an area. This would be done 
by flying'sets of traverses so chosen that their 
course may be established with reference to easily 
identifiable map features. For this type of fly-

·ing, a crew of four would be desirable and would 
consist of a pilot, a co-pilot to act also as 
navigator and direct the pilot along the flight 
line; an instrument ()I.:erator, "and an observer 
keeplng a detailed flight log. 

. (b) Spotting of anomalies for later investigation on 
the ground. This would be done by following 
flight· lines. generally along ridges, and either 
marking the positions at which high readings 
were obtained directly on a map or photomosaic 1 or dropping a ground marker of some type from the 
aircraft. It is understood that a marker suit
able' for this purpose has been used by the 
R.A~A.Fc1 consisting of a grenade, filled with . 
fuze, exploder, and a charge of alurniniLlm powder. 

(vi) It is possible thr~t in a particular case, the helicopter 
could be used for following up anomalies recorded by 
a fast aircraft such as the DC 03, although the use of 
such an expen'sive aircraft for this purpose would be 
fundamen,tall,r uneconomical.. If a radio-active anomaly 
were discovered by the DC~3 aircraft in a completely 
featureless a:'~eC1\ such as the Mulga scrub country to the 
south of BrokE,n Hill, a ground party might have great 
difficulty in locating the radio-active area. It is 
possible, however, that the anomaly could be re-Iocated 
with a helicopter by a restricted,amount of flying, and 
the spot marked with a marker grenade as suggeste~ in 
(v-) abov'J <; 01" some othel"' means adopted of guiding the 
ground pc .. rty () S1;tdl an operation as this would be 

~ resorted to only in very special circnmstances. 
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(vii) Due to the inevitable uncertainty in positioning, the 
helicopter should be used only as an adjunct to a geo
logical party large enough'to permit of immediate 
following up of indications o The pr0gramme of flying 
for the aircraft would be decided on a day-to-day basis. 

(viii) The hovering capabilities of the helicopter are not as 
great as is popularly supposed, and it is considered 
that they will not be found particularly useful for 
this type of work under Australian conditions. ' 

(ix) The helicopter best suited to the type of operations 
described above appears to be the Sikorsky, Type S55. 
Considerable use could be made of a smaller machine, 
such as the Sikorsky S51 or the Bristol, Type 171. 
The use of a helicopter smaller than these would be 
so restricted as to be uneconomical • 
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As a measure of the accuracy of surveying attained,on 
the tests, the quantity length of record per mile of traverse is 
tabulated below for traverses 15-115 flown at Carcoar :-

--;~;;;;;- 1BngWo'~Re'cord- - T;--;~--Length01 Record 
a 1\T . per mlle a;:,. per mile 

J.~o.. _'uns.h2 __ iVO. __ iinchl __ _ 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

~~ 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43' 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 

63 
64 
65 
66 

~~ 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
'io8 
109 
110 
1 '11 
112 
113 
114 
115 

Traverses 84-88 inclllsive were discarded due to 
uncertaint? in pas i tioning. 
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